


WHAT IS FLOWER TOKEN?

It is the very first cryptocurrency backedup by technological development, 
marketing and solidary economy. Created under the ERC-20 protocol in 
ethereum blockchain.The Fastest, safest and most increased technology 
growth in the Cryptoassets market.

Our puOur purpose is to promote the growth of small and medium-sized business 
which have not yet made a full jump to the digitaltransformation providing 
marketing, consulting and loyalty toolsof new customers through the 
flowertoken community.



MOUR MISSION
To consolidate and position as the most used digital token 
at the market of traditional trades, generating rewards to 
comunity for promoting and supporting them.

To constantly develop marketing apps and strategies that 
add to the growth of crypto assets in the markets and their 
allied businesses by increasing sales and customer loyalty.



FLOWER ECOSYSTEM

Ecosystem that promotes allied business 
and smart consume growth

FLOWER CONNECT
It offers an easy mobile app to administrate 
your tokens and coins, and lets you have a 
whole control of your private paswords at 

the same time.

FLOWER WALLET

Your luxury vacation at a lower cost. Interactive 
app where you can choose your dreams 
destination and call people around the 
world to join the adventure with you.

FLOWER TRAVEL
We enrolled a strong and professional mar-
keting team that will allow us to position 
our brand an community, adding to the 
value of Flower Token in alliance
with TRANSFORMA LATAM.

MARKETING



FLOWER
CONNECT

FLOWER CONNECT

ALLIED
BUSINESSES

FLOWER
USER

It is a smart shopping club where ERC-20 FLOWER tokens 
holders can get rewards when acquiring prodicts and services 
at ecosystem allied businesses and for recommending them.



FLOWER
ALLIED BUSINESSES
Phisycal traders or serice providers which accept 
FLOWER TOKEN as payment method and have 
the privilege of being visible in the  FLOWER 
CONNECT business map.



MWe have a high performance level team which will be 
working on strategies to generate FLOWER TOKEN 
COMMUNITY growth  and businesses promotion
increasing their sales and new customers loyalty.

MARKETING AND 
INNOVATION

TEAM



DISTRIBUTION
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N 50%

30%

10%

10%

50% Quema tokens
(100,000,000) distributed.

30% One year blocked
liquidity.

10% de Presale.

10% Marketing, team and
 technological development.



QUEMA TOKENS

1° AÑO: 40 MILLION QUEMA.

2° AÑO: 30 MILLION QUEMA.

3º AÑO: 30 MILLION QUEMA.



ROADMAP 
JULY

LANZAMIENTO OFICIAL

LANZAMIENTO EN EL
DEX PANCAKESWAP

ADAPTACIÓN DEL TOKEN
EN LA RED BEP20

LANZAMIENTO EXCHANGE
CENTRALIZADO PROBIT

GIRA INTERNACIONAL
3 PAÍSES

CONSOLIDACIÓN
DEL PROYECTO

DESARROLLO DEL
TOKEN EN ERC20

LANZAMIENTO
FLOWER APP BETA

AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER

NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY

LANZAMIENTO
 ECOMMERCE 

LANZAMIENTO
FLOWER TRAVEL

DESARROLLO
FLOWER PAY

LANZAMIENTO
FLOWER STAKE

MARCH APRIL

LANZAMIENTO EXCHANGE
CENTRALIZADO

MAY JUNE JULY



FLOWER APP

PROXIMAMENTE EN

FLOWER WALLET 

Fower wallet provides an easy mobile app in order to 
administrate ypor tokens and currencies and lets you 
have a whole control of your private paswords at the 
same time.

IT IS LIKE REAL MONEY, THE COINS ARE WHICH YOU PAY WITH, 
AND THE WALLET IS WHERE YOU KEEP THEM.



FLOWER PAY
FLOWER PAY is a method of online payment that lets 
you make online fast and safe payments.

Our purpose is to create a direct alliance with VISA, in order 
to generate FLOWER TOKEN brand cards that benefit the 
currency ecosystem and that the use of them generate 
confidence and rewards in users.



RESERVA $ 400

$100 $200 $100

FLOWER TRAVEL
Your vacation at a lower cost.

Rent a hotel room, apartment or luxury mansion
for your team.

Meet people from around the world who share your
interests and travel goals.

Invent how would your dreams travel be and call
otothers to join the app.

Win tokens for each travel team you create and
recomment into the app.

Create your dreams weddinn in the Colombian
Caribbean with KABOD Caribbean



THE FIRST CRYPTO CURRENCY BACKED UP BY THE FLOWERS TRADE

 FLOWER_TOKEN  FLOWER_TOKEN

WWW.FLOWERTOKEN.CO


